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1. BACKGROUND
Pursuant to Ordinance 3044-2019, Columbus City Council accepted the plat titled Confluence Village on November 25th,
2019. Three of the streets dedicated by this plat are named Edge of River Avenue, Jaeger Bend Drive, and Nordecke
Alley for the development and construction of Astor Park and the new Crew Stadium. The owners requested these names
be changed as follows: Edge of River Avenue to Neiland Drive; Jaeger Bend Drive to Nordecke Drive; and Nordecke
Alley to Nordecke Drive. After investigation, there are no objections to renaming these right-of-ways. The owners have
agreed to pay all costs associated with the renaming of this street, including, but not limited to, the cost of the new signs
and the cost to remove any existing signs.
2. FISCAL IMPACT
There is no City expenditure associated with this Ordinance.
To change the names of three right-of-ways in the Confluence Village area. ($0.00)
WHEREAS, pursuant to Ordinance 3044-2019 Columbus City Council accepted the plat titled Confluence Village on
November 25th, 2019; and
WHEREAS, the owners and developers have requested street name changes as follows: Edge of River Avenue to
Neiland Drive; Jaeger Bend Drive to Nordecke Drive; and Nordecke Alley to Nordecke Drive; and
WHEREAS, after investigation, there are no objections to renaming these right-of-ways; and
WHEREAS, the owners have agreed to pay all costs associated with the renaming of these streets, including, but not
limited to, the cost of the new signs and the cost to remove any existing signs; and
WHEREAS, Council authorization to change these street names is needed; NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF COLUMBUS:
SECTION 1. That the name of the right-of-ways currently identified on the plat titled Confluence Village be and hereby
are changed from Edge of River Avenue to Neiland Drive, from Jaeger Bend Drive to Nordecke Drive, and from
Nordecke Alley to Nordecke Drive.
SECTION 2. That this ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after the earliest period allowed by law.
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